Mentoring Workshop for Young African Women Economists
Organized at the Biannual Meeting of the African Economic Research Consortium (AERC), Dec 5th, 2011

Response to the Question: How informative was the session?
50 African Women

Selected Comments from Participants
I am really grateful for the forum. That was a creative idea. I kindly suggest that you continue mentoring us so that we will be able to mentor others.

There should be many sessions organized for mentorship. Include a session on career choices especially for internship opportunities.

Think of a way to promote and provide mentorship to young economists in research, or AERC to operate some special session to encourage women in undergraduate/postgraduate.

Increase time frame; Have one on one session; Enable to reach women without such opportunities as mentors/workshop; Add undergraduate mentorship program.

The session was very organized and it gave a good exposure to women who have a success career in Economics. I wish the speakers have more time to share their success stories and challenges and also discuss how we can handle research on our own. Hope more sessions.
Create more time. At some point in the session nets have group sessions to make it more interactive; Expand on the program/ get to the students we really need this information.

Could be nice to expand the forum to so many other young female economist-- create awareness for the program

Arrange for a longer session with more details.

Try to reach out to many other students by maybe visiting universities.